
The MS Seeds deseeder is the only machine on the market that 
(&3� 8*5&7&9*� (&33&'.8� 8**)8� +742� ƚ4<*78� &3)� 1*&;*8� &3)�
clean them. It has been designed to deseed, clean and calibrate 
the seeds of your dried plants. The deseeder can work with most 
varieties and process large amounts of material. 

MS Seeds provides seed-free biomass, enabling extraction of 
stable and high-quality oils for the medicinal sector. It can also 
provide completely clean seeds for oil extraction or replanting.

MS Seeds

Food 
quality



The MS Seeds is designed to carry out the entire process of shelling, cleaning and 
sizing. The intervention of the operator is necessary in the initial phase for the intro-
duction of cannabis into the sheller and in the second phase to regulate it according to 
the variety to be processed and the conditions of the raw material.

The purpose of the ventilation system is to clean the seeds from any plant material 
and the worm shaft conveys the seeds through the drum. Both actions are in opera-
9.43�.3�9-*�).A*7*39�5-&8*8G

Phase #1. Introducing the raw material and deseeding
�-*�.38*79*)�(&33&'.8�ƚ4<*78�2:89�&1<&>8�'*�fully dry. Once inserted into the MS 
Seeds deseeder, they are processed by the deseeding system. This consists of a stain-
1*88�89**1�,7.)�&3)�/4.398�2&)*�4+�+44)T6:&1.9>�8.1.(43*E�49-�(42543*398�&7*�(*79.ƙ*)�
for compliance with GMP requirements. 

Phase #2. Cleaning the seeds and flowers
Separation of the seeds is carried out with adjustable ventilation power and adjusta-
'1*�8:(9.43�ƚ4<E��-*�(4397418�(&3�'*�7*,:1&9*)�94�&)&59�9-*�����**)8�)*8**)*7�94�
process any type of cannabis variety and seed size.
In the separation phase, the plant material is separated by means of a ventilation 
8>89*2E� �-*8*� ƚ4<*78� &7*� 8947*)� .3� 9-*� (>(143*� ƙ19*7� 9&30�<.9-4:9� 8:A*7.3,� &3>�
damage. 

Phase #3. Separation by size
In the last phase of the production line, the seeds are driven through a stainless steel 
)7:2�<.9-�2:19.51*�5*7+47&9.438�4+�).A*7*39�).&2*9*78E��-*8*�(1&88.+>�9-*�8**)8�.394�
9<4�8.?*8�&3)�)*548.9�9-*2�.3�).A*7*39�97&>8�&((47).3,�94�9-*.7�8.?*E��-*�����**)8�
)*8**)*7�ƙ3.8-*8�9-*�574(*88�<.9-�&�ƙ3&1�51&39�2&9*7.&1�8(7**3�94� 1*&;*�9-*�8**)8�
completely clean. 

Autonomy
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TRANSMISSION MECHANISM

DESEEDER

SEPARATION BY SIZE

THE MS SEEDS DESEEDER HAS BEEN DEVELOPED AND TESTED BY 
OUR R&D DEPARTMENT. THE INNOVATIVE SYSTEM MAKES IT AN 
EFFECTIVE AND HIGHLY AUTONOMOUS MACHINE. 



Technical Specifications

Machine electrical data

Aspirator electrical data

Machine weight

Machine dimensions

Pallet dimensions

Dry production

Noise level

Machine materials

Adjustable air suction

Engine air cooler

Plant materials cyclone separator

Security system

Seed size

Air suction

Warranty

300W / 230V 

1000W / 230V

80 kg

135x70x121 cm

145x81x180

35 kg/h

75 db

Stainless steel

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

��).A*7*39�8.?*8

Yes

5 years

Where do the flowers go? 

�-*�ƚ4<*78�&7*�97*&9*)�,*391>�):7.3,�9-*�<-41*�
cycle in the MS Seeds deseeder. They are safely 
8947*)�.3�9-*�(>(143*�ƙ19*7�&3)�57*8*7;*)�<.9-�&�
diameter of 4 to 6 mm. They are completely 
clean and chopped for use in extraction.

Where do the seeds go?  
At the end of the production line, the seeds are separated into two trays where they 
are separated by size. They are clean and ready to use. The MS Seeds mechanisms 
enable the grains to retain their physical qualities and properties. 
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Classification by Tray

Smaller seeds

Bigger seeds

Plant matter cleaning 
remains

Large plant matter 
remains

=

Cyclonic filter
container

Flower
4 to 6 mm

1 2 3
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GMP Compliant
The deseeder is manufactured in stainless steel for use in cGMP 
+&(.1.9.*8E��11�(42543*398�.3�(439&(9�<.9-�9-*�574):(9�&7*�(*79.ƙ*)�
for food use as well as the food-grade silicone.

The design of the MS Seeds deseeder is clean, with no corners 
where waste could accumulate. Its mechanical properties also 
make it possible to dismantle the deseeder completely for water 
pressure cleaning and subsequent disinfection with Master Clean. 

Food 
quality
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WE ARE BETTER THAN JUST 
A TECHNICAL SERVICE PROVIDER,  

WE ARE YOUR TEAM.


